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Piezo-thermal Effect
• When compressed, a gas immersed in a potential
field has been predicted to develop a
temperature differential [1].

Computational Methods
• System divided up into cells perpendicular to the
potential to be used for collision pair decision and
calculating local temperature and density.
• Adiabatic compression was modeled by initializing
particle velocities to a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution set at a temperature (𝑇 ∗ ) greater than
that used for the spatial distribution (𝑇0 ).

Figure 1: Description of piezo-thermal effect for gas heated from 𝑇0
to 𝑇 ∗ separated by a partition of mass 𝑀 [1].

• Hot and cold regions develop at locations of
maximum and minimum potential energy
respectively.

• A binary collision operator outlined by Nanbu was
used to simulate coulomb collisions [2]. This
technique models several small-angle collisions as
a single, cumulative scattering angle.
• Isotropy parameter s is calculated and used to
generate the cumulative scattering angle (𝜒) for
each collision pair. This is dependent on the ratio
of the mean free path to system length (𝑙𝑚 /𝐿),
෨ time step (∆𝑡),
ǁ and relative
local temperature (𝑇),
velocity (𝑣𝑟 ). Here, 𝐶 is a dimensionless constant.

• Dimensionless parameters 𝐺 and 𝛿 set scale height
and compression magnitude defined as the
• Small values of 𝑠 generate a Gaussian distribution
following
of 𝜒 with a narrow width. Large 𝑠 generates the
distribution 𝑓(𝜒) ≈ sin 𝜒/2𝜋 [2].

Temperature Profile

• Effect confirmed through hard sphere simulations
of neutral gas in gravitational and centrifugal
potentials, although theory extends to any
generalized potential field.

• Highly collisional simulations resulted in
the largest temperature gradients and
least overall damping.

𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝑣ҧ𝑟𝑒𝑙 / 2

Figure 5: Speed distribution after
cooling for 10 sound times using
two different values for the cutoff
relative velocity. No compression
or potential was used.

• Population inversion seen under a modified
collision operator.

• Temperature gradient oscillates at
approximately the sound frequency (1/𝑡𝑠 ).

• Future work is aimed at identifying a population
inversion in cooling species during piezo-thermal
effect.
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• Develop simulation to model Piezo-thermal
effect for coulomb collisions in a gravitational
potential and compare with previous results for
hard-sphere collisions.

• Look for evidence of population inversion upon
cooling.

• This effect is
clearly seen by
rejecting collisions
from pairs with
relative velocities
beyond a cutoff.

𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝑣ҧ𝑟𝑒𝑙

• Piezo-thermal effect identified in a system of
particles in a gravitational potential that interact
via coulomb collisions.

Research Goals

• Observe the effects that altering interaction
strength has on the temperature profile.

• Under the
coulomb collision
operator, high
speed particles do
not interact as
strongly with less
energetic particles.
As a species cools
via collisions, this
may result in a
distinct population
near the tail of the
distribution.

Conclusions

• A similar temperature profile was seen
under the coulomb collision operator
compared to hard sphere collisions.

Figure 2: Temperature profile for fast compression from Geyko.
Black: initial profile; red: upon heating; green: at maximum
temperature gradient; blue: at new equilibrium [1].

Population Inversion
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Figure 3: Temperature profile for fast compression using
coulomb collisions. Black: initial profile; red: upon
heating; green: at maximum temperature gradient;
blue: at new equilibrium. 𝐺 = 2.5, 𝛿 = 1

Figure 4: Temperature profiles over time for several
values of 𝑙𝑚 /𝐿. Time variable has been normalized to
the sound time (𝑡𝑠 ). 𝐺 = 2.5, 𝛿 = 1
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When compressed, a gas immersed in a potential field has been predicted to
develop a temperature differential [1]. This phenomena, called the piezothermal effect, results in hot and cold regions corresponding to the locations of
the maximum and minimum potential energy respectively. Previous numerical
simulations confirmed this temperature differential for centrifugal and
gravitational potentials. Although plasma features a number of complications,
similar effects might also be imagined in compressing plasma. In this study, the
effect was investigated using a coulomb collision operator and adjusting the
interaction strength between particles. The behavior of the temperature
differential was similar to that of the neutral gas case, and the damping of its
oscillation was heavily dependent on setting the ratio of mean free path to
system length, 𝑙𝑚 /𝐿. A population inversion was also seen under a modified
collision operator and is the aim for future research.
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